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Hansken is by far the most famous elephant
of the seventeenth century. Brought to
Holland at the request of the Prince of
Orange, she arrived in Amsterdam in the
summer of 1633. Her arrival did not go
unnoticed. The elephant was at once a
major attraction. Until her death in Florence
in 1655, she would continue to astound the
public with her fixed repertoire of tricks,
including fencing with a sword and firing a
pistol. Kings, students, scholars, preachers
and travelers, everyone was interested.
Hansken’s host of admirers included
Rembrandt and Stefano della Bella, both of
whom saw and drew her. The author Michiel
Roscam Abbing will be the guest-curator. His
book Rembrandt's Elephant will be the
catalogue of the exhibition.
 
Additional information:
Published 2019 (Dutch/English) - Complete
English translation - ISBN: 9789079624195 –
136 pages - Colour & b/w illustr. - Paperback
World Rights (excl. World English)

Rembrandt's Elephant
By Michiel Roscam Abbing

Considering Muesli and other crunchy bits
of life takes the classic fable to another level.
Its snappy, witty, funny, sometimes cheeky
takes on modern day issues like Brexit,
Buddhism, breastfeeding in public, global
warming or a simple thing like cheese will
put an instant smile on your face. Greatly
enlarged by the awesome full color
illustrations. Considering muesli is an ode to
diversity and friendship. Life may suck, be
beautiful or seem increasingly complicated
but all things considered (including muesli)
it's worth sharing. Enjoy the read. 'Why
should children have all the fun?! Excited to
see a grown up version of a picture book.
Adults too need bedtime stories that will put
them to sleep with a smile  on their face!'
 
Additional Information:
Not yet published - All rights available (incl.
World English) - Complete English
manuscript available - Approx. 80 pages 
World Rights (incl. World English)

Considering Muesli
By Mieke Vuijk

19 juni until 27 Sept.
2020 - Exhibition in

Museum Het
Rembrandthuis in

Amsterdam
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Music was not periphery to the events of the
1960s it was, in fact, an important catalyst
for change. These festivals allowed tens of
thousands (and on occasion, hundreds of
thousands) of young people to gather and
engage with similarly-minded people about
issues that were important to them, among
which were the conduct of the war in
Vietnam, the military draft, free speech, civil
rights, gender equality, drug use, spirituality,
capitalism, even revolution. 
 
To understand the impact and significance
of Woodstock and Altamont it is therefore
necessary to explore not just the dynamic
politic and social changes of the era but also
the musical milieu which gave them
meaning.
 
Additional information:
Published 2019 (Wymer) - ISBN:
9781912782192 - 224 pages - Incl. b/w
illustrations - World Rights

Woodstock & Altamond
By Dr. Brian Ireland

This book is primarily about what life was
like for a typical combat Marine in Vietnam.
Like some of the other books about
Vietnam, it does cover key combat
operational events. But it really goes well
beyond that. Schaap’s work reaches to the
more poignant and emotional side of the
reader. Further to this point, it shares with
the reader, in a true-to-life way, with
virtually no vulgarity, what a Marine Corps
existence was like for the author for almost
two full years, starting off by completing a
full beachhead landing in Da Nang, Vietnam,
and ending with him as a military policeman
in Camp Pendleton, California. It provides
the reader with what he or she needs to
know about the Marines and the early part
of this conflict.
 
Additional Information:
Published 2017 (Merriam Press)
99 illustr./maps - ISBN: 9781576385609
372 pages - World Rights

Vietnam: My War
By James Ike Schaap

Sold: UK (World English)
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Like a lot of Americans, Steve Almond spent
the weeks after the 2016 election lying
awake, in a state of dread and bewilder-
ment. The problem wasn't just the election,
but the fact that nobody could explain, in
any sort of coherent way, why America had
elected a cruel, corrupt, and incompetent
man to the Presidency. This book is
Almond's effort to make sense of our
historical moment, to connect certain dots
that go unconnected amid the deluge of hot
takes and think pieces.
 
The book argues that Trumpism is a bad
outcome arising directly from the bad
stories we tell ourselves. To understand how
we got here, we have to confront our
cultural delusions.
 
Additional Information:
Published Red Hen Press - Paperback - 
ISBN 9781597091 - 272 pages - Dutch &
Scandinavean Rights

Bad Stories
By Steve Almond

In this poignant and unabashed self-
examination, Seema Reza uncovers the
lessons she learned through motherhood
and a dysfunctional and abusive marriage,
and how she used her discoveries to make a
meaningful difference in the world. This
lyrical, non-linear narrative memoir traces
Reza s journey from repressed suburban
housewife to coordinator of a unique
creative-expression military hospital
program. Through observing her own
experiences from the darkest moments of
her life and investigating societal attitudes
towards loss, love, motherhood, and
community, Reza exposes her triumphs,
weaknesses, fears and regrets, and
undermines the idea that strength requires
silence.
 
Additional information:
Published Red Hen Press – Paperback - 
ISBN 9781597097444 - 248 pages -  Dutch &
Scandinavean Rights

When the World Breaks
Open By Seema Reza
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The fascinating story of a young Cellist and
her unforgettable journey through 19th-
Century Russia. In Leipzig (1845) Felix
Mendelssohn hears a French cellist, only 17
years old, play het cello. He is so impressed
that he composes Lied Ohne Worte for cello
and piano, and dedicates this to her. She is
the first female to play the cello in public.
She made her debut a year before in Paris,
and shortly after became internationally
known. Lise successfully performs more
than 20 concerts in Germany and
Scandinavia, after which she continues to
travel to St-Petersburg and Siberia, all the
way to Irkutsk. While there, she learns that
the Governor-General of East Siberia is
planning an expedition to the Pacific Coast.
She is granted permission to travel with him
taking along her Stradivarius.
 
Additional Information:
Published 2014, 2nd Edition 2015 – Part
English translation - 168 pages - World
Rights

Travelling with a Cello
through Siberia

No-one, from atheist to evangelical, could fail
to be enlightened - Professor Charles Barr
 
This book explores the way religious
narrative has produced a number of
masterpieces from major film-makers, and
reflects on the way doubts and certainties
about the existence of God and the
institution of the church have been reflected
in the cinema during its history.
 
Tim describes the way the different
denominational contexts of Christianity
(Catholic, Protestant & Orthodox)
differentiate films and enrich the whole
picture. He pays particular attention to the
way films are conceived and created with a
view to illustrating their virtues as a visual
medium.
 
Additional information:
Independently Published 2014 (Matador) -
ISBN: 978-1783063840 – 256 pages - World
Rights (Incl. World English)

The New Filmgoer's Guide
to God by Tim Cawkwell
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In Brazil’s northeast – 15 degrees south of
the Equator, 40 degrees west of Greenwich –
there is a place called Liberty Farm. The
landscape has changed over time but the
sky remains the same.
 
Many generations have enjoyed its beauty.
Now it’s your turn!
 
 
Additional Information:
Seeking initial publication as well as Foreign
Rights
Word count: approx. 80.000 words - Incl.
b/w illustrations - World Rights

Sky over Liberty Farm
By Izai Amorim

Patrick Jered describes his magical chance
encounter with an ancient musical
instrument one night in the desert town of
Jaisalmer, India. He discovers that the
ravanhattha, the demon’s fiddle, is the
oldest ancestor of the violin. The myth of the
fiddle’s creation, by the Hindu demon
Ravana, reaches back thousands of years
into the very earliest of Indian epic tales.
This book is an account of the author
travelling around India and Sri Lanka driven
by his obsessive desire to uncover the facts
about the demon’s fiddle and its creator. An
easy-going travel narrative is interwoven
with fascinating details of the mythology,
history, and religion surrounding the
instrument. More than anything, this book is
a series of tales that wind their way around
the central travel narrative.
 
Additional information:
Published 2015 (Westland) – 618 pages - 
European Rights (Incl. World English)

Demon's Fiddle
By Patrick Jered
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Ying Zheng was the product of a heartless,
brutal regime devoted to domination,
groomed from an early age to become the
First Emperor of China after a century of
scheming by his ancestors. He faked a
foreign threat to justify an invasion. He ruled
a nation under 24-hour surveillance. He
ordered his interrogators to torture
suspects. He boiled his critics alive. He
buried dissenting scholars. He declared war
on death itself. The author uses modern
archaeology and ancient texts to outline the
First Emperor’s career and the grand
schemes that followed unification: the Great
Wall that guarded his frontiers and the
famous Terracotta Army that watches over
his tomb. This revised edition incl. updates
from a further decade of publications,
archaeology and fictional adaptations, plus
the author’s encounter with Yang Zhifa, the
man who discovered the Terracotta Army.
  
Additional Information:
Rights: Fox & Howard Lit. Agency - 255 pages
Dutch & Scandinavean Rights

The First Emperor of China
By Jonathan Clements

Japanese animation is at the nexus of an
international multimedia industry, linked to
everything from manga to computer games,
Pokémon and plushies. In this guide,
Jonathan Clements chronicles the
production and reception history of the
entire medium. Exploring the cultural and
technological developments of the past
century.
 
Clements addresses issues of historiography
within Japanese academic discourse and
covers previously neglected topics such as
wartime instructional animation and work-
for-hire for American clients. Founded on
the testimonies of industry professionals,
and drawing on a myriad of Japanese-
language documents, memoirs and books,
Anime illuminates the anime business from
the inside.
 
Additional Information:
Rights: Fox & Howard Lit. Agency -
ISBN: 9781844573905 – Paperback – 256
pages - Dutch & Scandinavian Rights

Animé: A History
By Jonathan Clements

Rights sold: French,
Chinese, Estonian,

Spanish, Czech,
Romanian
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Really enjoyed this book, could hardly put it
down as I was desperate to find out what
happened next! - Reader review from
Amazon
Deep in the heart of the rural Rif mountains,
one boy’s life is dictated by tribal tradition,
superstition and religion. But Jusef dreams
of more; it’s a dream that will send him far
from his shepherding hills to the bustle of
the big city in search of education, meaning
and, above all, a different way of life.
 
From the richness of a story overflowing
with tales of tragedies, courage and
triumphs, Jusef ’s journey reveals the
complexities of Moroccan culture and the
overwhelming restraints facing those on the
fringes.
 
Additional Information:
Independently Published 2013 (Clunett
Press) - ISBN: 9780992648404 - 119.000
words - 438 pages – Paperback - World
Rights

A Riffians Tune
By Joseph Labaki

In post-colonial Morocco, among the fragile
embers of a newly fledged nation, one
shepherd boy from the mountains managed
to obtain the unthinkable – an education.
Now Europe, along with the opportunity to
continue his path of learning, beckons Jusef
bewitchingly from across the water.
So begins a colourful journey of intertwining
possibilities and unforgettable encounters
as Jusef forges his path in a land far
removed from the cultures and traditions of
his past. But in a continent engrossed in a
new, cultural awakening, Jusef finds himself
embarking on an awakening of his own: a
transformational quest of perseverance,
courage and identity that challenges
everything he once knew, for expanses and
horizons as yet unspoken.
 
Additional Information:
Independently Published 2018 (Clunett
Press) - ISBN: 9780992648435 - 212 pages -
Pb - World Rights

An Odyssey in Blue
By Joseph Labaki

Incredible
story
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Kate Ashton is a Scots-born writer and translator, now at home in the Highlands. For
nearly 25 years she lived and worked in The Netherlands, predominately in Friesland, a
part of the world she will always love and return to. She reads, reviews, and translates
from Dutch, Frisian and Flemish.

Her writing career began in the mid-’70s, when she went into nursing journalism after
nurse training in Edinburgh. Moving to The Netherlands, she continued medical feature
writing and reporting, and wrote hospital-based romantic fiction before establishing her
own freelance editorial services business. Two works of Frisian social history, biography
and literary monograph, were translated and published in Frisian. Meanwhile she began
actively exploring her own form of narrative non-fiction.

Her prose style is ‘modernist’ and freely oscillates between realism and impressionism,
constantly mutating in response to content. Her poems appear in UK literary magazines,
and a full poetry collection, Who by Water, came out from Shearsman Books in 2016.

Books by
Kate Ashton

Anatomy of a White Woman
Every word, every sentence breathes authenticity. I admire how word after word after
word you dig ever deeper to where words usually fail. An intensely poetic piece about
a woman looking for her contours/identity, searching/yearning for her individuality.
What a tour de force. - Meike Ziervogel, publisher, Peirene Press
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The first full-length treatment of the
subject since the 1989 biography of Eric
Gill, this memoir chronicles growing up
during the final years of his settlement,
some twenty years after his death,
surrounded by known and lesser-
known twentieth-century artists and
craftsmen who still embraced his ethos.
It is an insider’s story.

The English sculptor, letter designer,
polemicist, lover, family man and friend
Eric Gill (1882-1840) led an energetic
and highly controversial sex life and, for
more than thirty years since the last
biography, has remained an
extraordinarily divisive figure, his
important artistic legacy largely
overshadowed by controversy
concerning his private persona.
 
A devout Catholic convert, Gill founded
a communal way of living based on
work as worship: a ‘cell of good living’.
Here in the Buckinghamshire hills,
alongside Gill’s widow Mary and their
children and grandchildren, lived and
worked the silversmith, the stained-
glass artist, the printer, translator,
writer, cartoonist and poet. Among the
most famous names were those of the
British composer Edmund Rubbra,
novelist Rumer Godden, and Gill’s son-
in-law, the printer and translator René
Hague, along with his beloved lifelong
friend, the poet David Jones.
 
This is the story of a richly simple
childhood, and the lasting influence it
has had on many of us. The legacy has
been profound, as adulthood
catapulted us into a world of increasing
post-war consumerism, secularisation
and loss of common values; of any
sense of community.
 
Additional Information:
Seeking initial publication as well as
Foreign Rights
69.164 Words - World Rights (incl.
World English)

Two towering figures of European
literature: 19th-century contemporaries,
compatriots, rivals. Two lonely men
living separate but parallel lives, each
destined in their own way to reshape
the consciousness of the western world.
This is the true story of their private
experience, as they told it each to
themselves. And the story of the women
they abandoned, silenced.
The story of how great ideas, literature
come into the world, and at what cost.
Of how shared stories influence our
individual lives, affecting our day-to-day
behaviour and reactions; how they sink
secretly and deeply into our common
consciousness and culture.

This book describes how the storyteller’s
own story mutates in common memory,
how he is turned into caricature in
biography, portraiture and anecdote,
while the power and authority of his
words are assimilated, appropriated and
become common good. How a human
life may be sacrificed in the search for
truth and the mysterious compulsion to
communicate it. And how much smaller
the individual is than the story they have
to tell; how inept, how impotent, how
unhappy the most gifted may prove in
managing the simplest business of
everyday life.
 
Here is a tale of abject failure and the
courage to transcend it; two men who
each confronted and exposed their
inadequacies in a uniquely
extraordinary literary oeuvre, so
bequeathing the whole of western
civilisation new ways of understanding
itself. How simple and how shared is our
human need for narratives to
accompany us from the cradle to the
grave.        

 Additional Information:
Seeking initial publication as well as
Foreign Rights - World Rights (incl.
World English)

Anatomy of a White Woman
The first book in the trilogy follows the
course of natural birth as it is
accomplished at home, without pain
relief, under the supervision of a
midwife somewhere in Western Europe.
From the onset of labour to delivery, the
process induces in the mother-to-be
physical increasing intellectual and
spiritual shock at her loss of
(self)control. 
 
Desiderata
The new mother abandons her family,
forced finally to surrender to a nameless
inner no-man’s-land where she is
compelled by a sense of doom to
reconfigure her life. She knows that this
is literally a matter of life and death, and
that her child’s future depends upon her
confronting some terrifying truths.
Staring into the abyss where until
recently she functioned as a successful
career woman, lover, daughter, sister
and friend, she discovers all existential
certainties gone and her ‘identity’
rendered meaningless. Most terrifying
of all, she can locate no firm moral
ground upon which to rebuild her world
as a mother.
 
Lot’s Wife
The closing narrative traces this
woman’s strange, foreshadowed
trajectory from alienation and ‘madness’
towards a new world within which
darkness constantly discloses light. She
stumbles back into familiar territory, a
reality she once dimly recognised,
feared, revered and longed for. Now she
knows it as another sort of birth. At last,
discarding received wisdom and all
external parameters, she discovers her
own compass and context within which
to mother her child.

 Additional Information:
Seeking initial publication as well as
Foreign Rights - World Rights (incl.
World English)

Sans Gill Of Monks & MurmaidsThe Lot's Wife Trilogy
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The true story of a woman's incredible
journey into the heart of the Third Reich to
find the man she loves. When the Gestapo
seize 20-year-old Olga Czepf's fiance she is
determined to find him and sets off on an
extraordinary 2,000-mile search across Nazi-
occupied Europe risking betrayal, arrest and
death. As the Second World War heads
towards its bloody climax, she refuses to
give up - even when her mission leads her to
the gates of Dachau and Buchenwald
concentration camps...
 
Now 88 and living in London, Olga tells with
remarkable clarity of the courage and
determination that drove her across war-
torn Europe, to find the man she loved. The
greatest untold true love story of World War
Two.
 
Additional information:
Published (Splendid Books)
ISBN: 9780955891670 - Paperback - 280
pages - World Rights

A  Greater Love
By Olga Watkins

Deborah Binner suffered the unimaginable
pain of losing her precious daughter Chloe
to bone cancer when she was just eighteen
years old. Still blinded by grief, just
eighteen months later, she received the
devastating blow that her beloved
husband Simon had motor neurone
disease. He refused to allow the disease to
take him and instead opted for an assisted
suicide in a Swiss clinic, leaving Deborah
bereaved once more. Many people would
have sunk into despair but Deborah who
had another daughter and two
grandchildren to think of, knew she
couldn't afford to succumb to her
heartbreak and instead set about carving
an altered future for herself and small
family. In Yet Here I Am she talks candidly of
the crippling pain she suffered and find a
form of happiness once more.
 
Additional Information:
Published (Splendid Books) - ISBN:
9781909109773 - 304 pages – Paperback -
World Rights

Yet Here I Am
By Deborah Binner
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It is 1966, and the narrator and his
roommate are leaving their California
college town in order to hitchhike to New
York City and join their friends who are
already there. So begins what will become a
20,000 mile journey of loss and redemption.
This is a tale of travel, adventure, and a
young man's coming of age, evolving under
unexpected and, at times, the most unusual
of circumstances. Here, the changing
landscape becomes an active participant in
the story. Above all, the novel is a chronicle
of impermanence, in which the narrative
becomes, on a deeper level, an examination
of transience, as the protagonist searches
for meaning and permanence to the farthest
ends of the earth, but is able to find it only
when he returns home.
 
Additional information:
Independently published (XLibris)
ISBN: 9781514405369 - Paperback -
388 pages - World Rights

Silk Road
By Kenneth Canatsey

Peter Lloyd Jones has had a long and varied
career as scientist, artist, designer, teacher
and author. Come back that boy! tells how
all this began in a childhood during the
depression years of the 1930’s. His parents
were poor but they managed to buy a small
house in one of the new suburbs springing
up around outer London. His first memories
are of a world that was literally being built
around him. At the outbreak of WWII, he
joined millions of other children in the mass
evacuation from London and other major
cities. Moving from Cornwall to Surrey and
then Hertford it was not only his education
that was disrupted. Although he was well
looked after, this brutal separation from
home and family proved more traumatic
than he knew at the time.
 
Additional Information:
Independently Published 2012 (Intract)
ISBN: 978097156203 - 544 pages –
Paperback - World Rights

Come Back that Boy!
By Peter Lloyd James
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Mother Love is memoir of Fraser Harrison's
mother, Kathleen Fraser Harrison (1916-
2019), who died last year, aged 103. The
book is not a formal biography, though his
mother is the heroine, even if her behaviour
was not always heroic. It is a collection of
vignettes, which describe her evolving
character and the cardinal stages in her
life. Mother Love is divided into three parts,
Beginning, Middle and End. Though short, it
forms a complete narrative arc that takes his
mother from birth to death, and from
childhood to senility.
 
"... I sincerely hope that a publisher will
consider this book as it only needs to make
a difference to one life for it to be invaluable
- and that might be yours!" - Professor
Dame Sue Black, author of All That
Remains: A Life in Death
 
Additional information:
Seeking initial publication as well as Foreign
Rights - 72.313 Words - World Rights (incl.
World English)

Mother Love
By Fraser Harrison

Aneta Marovich brings to life her upbringing in
another time and place, with family, schooling
and the nation that Yugoslavia then was all so
well interrelated.  Hers is a text of memory that
informs us of the rich experiences that
migrants brought with them to a new and
utterly different world. - Jonathan White,
Professor Emeritus in Literature, Univ of
Essex. 
Chestnut Street is an account of growing up
in post-war socialist Yugoslavia through the
eyes of a young child and later, a young
person. The memoir spans three
generations of her family all affected by
dramatic events in Europe in the first half of
the twentieth century, the family’s fall from
fortune, a political execution, thwarted
hopes, illness and separation. Through it all
the family ties endure and protect.
 
Additional Information:
Independently Published 2014 (Whiting
Rock) - 218 pages - Pb - World Rights (incl
World English)

Chestnut Street
By Aneta Marovich
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This biography explores many of the
questions that have surrounded Berthe
Morisot since her death, such as the rumour
that she was descended from the 18th-
century French master, Fragonard; the true
nature of her relationship with Edouard
Manet and her decision to marry his brother
Eugene; and why, in spite of political and
cultural connections, did she find happiness
and public recognition so elusive? 
 
Morisot, one of France’s most distinguished
female painters, was born in 1841 and grew
up within a cultured, well connected Parisian
family during the 2nd Empire. 
 
Morisot and her sister developed their
artistic skills by copying old masters at the
Louvre and by working in the open air.
 
Additional Information:
Rights: Fox & Howard Lit. Agency 
ISBN: 9780750923392 – Paperback – 368
Pages - Dutch & Scandinavian Rights

Berthe Morisot
By Margaret Shennon

A granddaughter of Queen Victoria, Ella was
born Princess Elisabeth of Hesse and by
Rhine. At 20, her marriage to the hardline
Grand Duke Serge Alexandrovich, who
became the victim of terrorist assassination,
like the marriage of her younger sister
Alexandra to Tsar Nicholas II, was partly
responsible for the fall of the Imperial
House of Romanov. In her widowhood and
against great opposition, Ella established the
first convent community of its kind in
Moscow. As the ordained abbess of the
Order of Saints Martha and Mary, Grand
Duchess Elisabeth Feodorovna worked
tirelessly with the sick, needy, outcast and
untouchable inhabitants of the city’s slum
districts. She was brutally murdered by the
Bolsheviks at the height of the Russian
Revolution.
 
Additional Information:
Rights: Fox & Howard Lit. Agency - 380 pages
- ISBN: 9781909771093 - Paperback - Dutch
& Scandinavian Rights

The Life & Death of Ella
By Christopher Warwick
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This book provides a wealth of information
and statistics about how unhealthy habits
relate to disease, loss of quality of life and
early death and more in particular about the
true potential of diet and lifestyle. It is an
authoritative account of what we know
today about diet and lifestyle benefits, and
what we should change. Throughout the
book Philip Rijken shares his knowledge and
drive about the improvements in health we
can reach following the nutritional and
lifestyle guidelines nowadays available in the
scientific literature and above all the many
opportunities to enjoy a significant better
quality of life for longer.' - Wim H.M. Saris
MD, PhD, Professor of Human Nutrition,
Department Human Biology, Medical
Centre, Maastricht University
 
Additional information:
IPublished 2015 – 118 pages - ISBN:
Hardback - World Rights (Incl. World
English)

The Remarkable Benefits of
Healthy Habits by Philip Rijken

On The Body Clock Diet the reader will learn:
how to time meals to maximum effect; how
to switch to fat-burning mode during sleep;
how to switch off hunger hormones and
switch on appetite suppressant hormones;
how to ensure that the body's metabolism is
working to maximum capacity. 
 
Weight loss is not the only positive outcome
that can be expected from following The
Body Clock Diet: it is an approach that can
lead to improved energy and vitality and
reduced risk of developing chronic disease
such as heart disease and diabetes. 
 
The book is fully referenced and draws on
robust scientific evidence throughout.

Additional Information:
Rights: Fox & Howard Lit. Agency - 
ISBN: 9780993476006 – 134 pages –
Paperback - Dutch & Scandinavian Rights

The Body Clock Diet
By Maria Cross
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Lannette Cornell Bloom was 43 when her
mother was diagnosed with pulmonary
fibrosis. She quit her job & dove headlong
into the familiar role of care-taking. This
choice-to slow down & be present for the
hardest year of her life-resulted in an
awakening. In unexpected moments, as
childhood memories flooded into the
present, Lannette glimpsed bits of magic
that existed just beyond the pain. Without
knowing it, she was experiencing a mindful
dying process with her mother & it was a
journey that would change the way she lived
the rest of her life. This memoir gracefully
uncovers the beauty that is often lost within
the dying process & is a beautiful portrait of
what it means to be human and a gentle
reminder to enjoy every moment, because
even the simplest ones bring lasting joy.
 
Additional Information:
Published 2018 (She Writes Press) -
ISBN: 9781631524691 - Paperback - 122
pages - World Rights

Memories in Dragonflies
By Lannette Cornell Bloom

An exceptionally personal and revealing
account of what to say and what not to say
when someone is grieving - Cindy Connors,
Emmy Award-winning producer

Real stories and real feedback on what
should be said, what should be kept to
yourself, and what can be done when trying
to support someone you care about as they
navigate loss. Breaking Sad helps us start
conversations through its pages of personal
stories and suggestions from everyday
survivors - bringing us all to a place where
we can more comfortably offer support
and caring to people when they need it
most. Featuring stories from Montel
Williams, Olivia Newton-John, Scott
Hamilton, Giuliana Rancic, Valerie Harper,
and more!

Additional Information:
Published 2017 (She Writes Press)
ISBN: 9781631522420 – 256 pages –
Paperback - World Rights

Breaking Sad By Jennifer Jones
& Shelly Fisher
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The authors fulfil the long standing request 
of many people to put the work of Denis in
a book . It certainly offers a deepening
contribution to Shiatsu. Denis took Shiatsu,
originally a very old method of Eastern
medical treatment, to our Western world
and developed the Eastern knowledge to an
integrated modern collection of treatments.
All Shiatsu treatments developed by Denis
Binks are the main subject of the tutorials
given by the teachers of The European
Shiatsu Academy ( ESA ). 
 
This book is for therapists who are
 interested in combining Eastern and
Western Medicine. It can be used as a
manual for specific Shiatsu treatments
concerning specific health issues.
 
Additional information:
Published 2018 - Complete English & Italian
translation will be available in time - 27.342
words – b/w illustrations - World Rights
(incl. World English)

The Shiatsu Book By
European Shiatsu Academy®

Story of an amazing woman. A must read for
anyone who wants to enjoy life to the max
- Richard Branson Business magnate and
philanthropist. Founder of the Virgin Group 
 
Bibian Mentel was diagnosed with cancer
nine times since the year 2000. In LIVE you
can read how she manages, every time she
is given bad news, to move on and make a
conscious decision to live. For that is what
she does. With all her heart. Every new day.
Bibian inspires and motivates people - with
or without cancer - to choose life, get
everything out of themselves and grab their
changes. 
Lutske Bonsma conducted many interviews
with Bibian Mentel and used them to write
this book
 
Additional Information:
Published 2017 (Dutch/Splint Media)
- Complete English translation - ISBN:
9789082417753 – 196 pages – Paperback  -
World Rights (Incl. World English)

Live
By Bibian Mentel

Incredible
story

Practical
Guide
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Fibromyalgia is a common chronic
condition. Based on clinical studies
undertaken in various European countries,
the prevalence of fibromyalgia in the
general population was estimated at
between 0.5 and 5%
 
Fibromyalgia is an exclusion illness. People
with this condition have tough luck (twice).
In addition to physical impediments, they
also regularly encounter incomprehension.
Their complaints can be seen as a pose.
"Learn to live with it" physicians often say. 
With such a statement, the search continues
for the sufferer. What to do with all the tips
and advice you get from (social) media,
professionals and all those concerned? What
can you do to no longer give in and let the
complaints take control? 
 
Additional Information:
Published 2019 - 2nd edition - ISBN:
9789082725629 – 112 pages – Paperback -
Illustration (full colour) - World Rights 

Living with Fibromyalgia
By Sjoukje Okma

This new reissue of Hands On, first published
in 1994, will be welcomed by all
complementary and alternative medical
students and practitioners. It presents a
concise approach to clinical examination in a
practical and straightforward manner, and
includes step-by-step illustrations of a
variety of examination techniques together
with checklists designed to help students
and practitioners elicit clinical information
from their patients quickly and efficiently.
 
Nic Rowley, MA, PGCE, MRCS, LRCP, BAc,
trained in medicine at Cambridge University
and the Royal Free Hospital, and has
practised as an holistic doctor in the UK,
France and Denmark.
 
Additional Information:
Published 2018 (Aeon Books) - 192 pages –
Paperback - World Rights

Hands On
By Nic Rowley
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This book follows the traditions of Carlos
Castaneda and others, and gives a
completely new approach to Native North
American initiation and teachings. 
 
The author describes her personal
experiences in the Native North American
tradition of The Art of Dreaming following
the teachings of the North American Indian
Running Deer. A thrilling stride unfolds in
obtaining the knowledge of the Second
Reality on the way to the ultimate goal:
finding the Totality of the Self! 
 
The combination of unusual instructions
and experiences within the Indian world
offers the reader excitement and
contemplation.
 
Additional Information:
Independently published 2010 - English
translation - 288 pages - Pb - World Rights 
(incl World English)

The Sorcerer's Dream
By Dreamshield

It is known that patterns that stop us from
living in full or limiting are difficult to
change. The art of stalking is a shamanic
tradition in stalking your patterns. By being
aware of your actions, your thoughts and
emotions. This book describes the Escape
from destructive patterns in relationships. In
addition to this, you read more about North
American Indian Spirituality and topics such
as lucid dreaming, karmic and twin soul
relationships, knowledge of sacred plants
and mushrooms, and the Surinamian nature
religion Winti. 
Dreamshield alias Annelies de Vreeze is
author of  The Sorcerer's Dream. She wrote
about her personal way in the art of lucid
dreaming. A tradition that was passed in
North American Indian tribes.

Additional information:
Seeking initial publication as well as Foreign
Rights - 52.873 Words - World Rights (incl.
World English)

The Eagles Dream 
By Dreamshield
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Energetic Anatomy is a ground-breaking
primer on the Human Energy System. It
explores powerful and largely unknown
energy structures never before covered in-
depth in any book. In addition to more
commonly-known energy forms like the
aura, meridians and chakras, this book
reveals the form (anatomy) and function
(physiology) of the layers, the energetic core,
the tubes complex, and the cords bundle.
People all over the world have used these
step-by-step instructions open their sight
and use these astonishing energies to
benefit themselves and their communities. 
Readers will learn to see and feel where
their energy comes from; they will discover
how to use it, increase it, share it.
 
Additional information:
Published 2011 (Wave of the Future)
ISBN: 978-0974927107 – 212 pages –
Paperback - World Rights (Excl. World
English, Bulgaria & Estonia)

Energetic Anatomy
By Mark Rich

Everyone knows it is a good idea to follow
their intuition, but can you do it all of the
time? 
Is it difficult for you to tell the difference
between your emotions and your intuition?
Do you clearly understand what intuition is
and how to follow it?
 
In Intuition, Mark Rich sheds light on these
and other important questions. Using
simple, clear language he helps you
understand and master this important area
of your life.
 
Read, then apply, this timeless wisdom to
follow your intuition better than you have
imagined and walk closer to your Maker.
 
Additional Information:
Published 2015 (Life Align)
ISBN: 978-0982584330 – 168 pages –
Paperback - World Rights (Excl. World
English, Bulgaria & Estonia)

Intuition
By Mark Rich
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Get direct insights in yourself and people
you don’t know. Do you want to be able to
trust your intuition more? And would you
like to be better in assessing people you
don't know? This book will explain how you
can get easy access to your intuition and
master the skill of reading people. The
reading techniques I am providing, can be
applied right away. They will give you deeper
insight in the other, in your relationships
and your own life as it is now. It will be
easier to make choices as doubts will
disappear. It will open your eyes and you will
get a different view of people and the world.
Everybody can develop their intuition. For
you, too, your intuition can become a tool
that you can trust.
 
Additional information:
Published 2018 (Akasha) - Complete Engl.
translation ISBN: 9789460151699 –
224 pages – Paperback - World Rights (Incl.
World English)

Secrets of Intuition
By Luc van Esch

There is a Choice takes the reader on the
author’s personal journey from vaccinating
her children to discovering homeo-
prophylaxis, the non-toxic vaccine
alternative.  Cilla skillfully addresses some of
a mother’s greatest worries when raising
children, the myriad of minor and major
concerns that can be monumental
challenges in the process of steering one’s
children to adulthood without injury or
indelible scars. Chock full of studies and
references, There is a Choice manages to first
connect with the reader on a very human
level, then impresses the reader with
research about vaccines, and then provides
the essential facts, history and studies
regarding homeoprophylaxis.
 
Additional Information:
Independently published 2015 
(CreateSpace) - 132 pages –Pb - World
Rights  (incl World English)

There is a Choice
By Cilla Whatcott
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Research suggests today's young children
are suffering from 'deep anxiety' about
modern life. From the pressures of
continuous school tests and exams to
increased concerns about body image,
social acceptability and bullying, more
children are showing signs of stress and
depression.
This book provides parents with user-
friendly massage routines and simple
techniques to help ease their child's stresses
and combat a wide range of common
ailments, from coughs and colds and
headaches to eczema, stomach ache and
sleep problems. Mary Atkinson gives a
thorough overview of how massage works
and the rewarding benefits it can bring.
 
Additional information:
Rights: Fox & Howard Lit. Agency - 116 pages
- Paperback - ISBN: 9781909771185 - Dutch
& Scandinavian Rights

Healing Touch for Children
By Mary Atkinson

It matters that children are active.  And
getting the whole family involved is the
best way to ensure your child is fit, healthy
and happy, both now and in the future.
Most people know the benefits of keeping
fit, but busy modern families can find it
difficult to squeeze exercise into their day-
to-day lives.  This book is packed with
essential advice and guidance on how to
build more activity into your children’s lives,
guaranteeing they are full of energy and
self-confidence, while forming positive
habits and and staying fit and trim. The
sedentary junk-food lifestyle of today’s kids
is putting their health at serious risk, but
Claire Gillman’s tips for motivating your child
while having fun will inspire you to give you
children a fitter and healthier life. 
 
Additional Information:
Rights: Fox & Howard Lit. Agency - 180 pages
- Paperback - ISBN: 9781909771253 - Dutch
& Scandinavian Rights

Getting your Kids Active
By Claire Gillman
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Self Sufficient Herbalism is the first practical
guide to the growing, gathering, and pre-
serving of medicinal herbs for a working
dispensary. Written by a practising herbalist
with a high street clinic, it covers everything
you need to know to become truly self
sufficient in creating and dispensing your
own herbal medicine. Relying on only a
small allotment and access to the fields and
woodland, Lucy Jones provides a
masterclass in the wild crafting, growing,
harvesting, drying, storage, and processing
of medicinal herbs. Her passion for the
plants and traditional ways of preserving
them for medicine shines through as she
explores the deeper implications of self-
sufficiency and the transformative impact it
has had on her practice. It is a must read for
practising herbalists, herbal students, herb
gardeners, and all those who love herbs.
 
Additional information:
to be Published 2020 (Aeon Books) -
Paperback - ISBN: 9781912807055 - 280
pages - World Rights

Self-Sufficient Herbalism
By Lucy Jones

The Secret Life of Chocolate is a book about
chocolate. Not the sweet, mass-produced
fatty confection most of us are familiar with. 
 
This is about old-school chocolate: pre-
Colombian, Central American, bitter-spicy-
foamy, intense, blow-your-socks-off
chocolate. Chocolate beverages made with
roasted beans, water, spices, and
indigenous plants. 
 
Delving into the ancient history of the
human relationship with the cocoa bean
tree, Theobroma cacao, it dissects the
pharmacological properties of chocolate to
the fullest possible extent; and divulges the
mythical and magical associations of human
interactions with this incredible plant.
 
Additional Information:
Published 2020 (Aeon Books) - 350 pages –
Hardback - ISBN: 9781911597063 - World
Rights

The Secret Life of Chocolate
By Marcos Patchett
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Beginning with the ancient goddesses and
the importance of legends, myths and
symbols, this book celebrates women in
medicine from Ancient Egypt, Classical
Greece and Rome to the Middle Ages, the
Rennaissance and the present. Trotula,
Hildegard of Bingen, Wendy Savage and
Elizabeth, Countess of Kent are among the
many unique healers finally recognised for
their work. Documenting each woman’s
practices, achievements and struggles, here
at last is the definitive history of women’s
invaluable contribution to healing.
Informed by the author’s understanding of
the politics of medicine, and fused with her
appreciation of the powers of myth versus
those of technology, this new reissue of the
1993 classic is an invaluable resource,
updated with brand new sections on
modern healers and groups.
 
Additional information:
to be Published 2019 (Aeon Books) -
Paperback - ISBN: 9781911597230 - World
Rights

Women Healers through
History By Elisabeth Brooke

The first book in which people discuss their
own spiritual emergencies and share what
helped them through. Our authors are the
experts of their own experience, and they
share their wild journeys with courage,
insight and poetry. There are fascinating
parallels in their experiences, suggesting
minds in extremis go to similar places. 
 
These are beautiful postcards from the edge
of human consciousness, testaments to the
soul?s natural resilience. Our authors have
returned from their descent with valuable
insights for our culture, as we go through a
collective spiritual emergency, with old
myths and structures breaking down, and
new possibilities breaking open. What is
there beyond our present egocentric model
of reality? What tools can help us navigate
the emergence?
 
Additional Information:
to be Published 2020 (Aeon Books) - 232
pages – Paperback - ISBN: 9781912807697 -
World Rights

Breaking Open
Edited by Jules Evans & Tim Read
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Call it the ‘herbal aspirin’ effect, or what you
may, natural herbs provide us a veritable,
holistic medicinal tool-kit for optimal health
& well-being. They also offer us the natural
‘ammo’ to combat pain & other illnesses,
without the adverse side- or after-effects of
traditional, or conventional, non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs [NSAIDs]. Nature’s
Aspirin explores what herbs, in the form of
simple, yet profound ‘kitchen’ remedies,
such as green tea, turmeric, ginger, holy
basil, rosemary, skullcap, oregano etc., hold
for us — a mirror to the future of pain relief,
incl the prevention & treatment of a host of
illnesses… right from common cold, joint
and liver disorders, to cancer. The best part:
natural herbs, as it is rightly said, nurture
our need for a safe and gentle treatment
option — the only ‘side-effect’ being good
health and optimal wellness.
 
Additional information:
Published Indus Source - Paperback - 
ISBN: 9789385509070 - Dutch & European
Rights

Nature's Aspirin 
By Rajgopal Nidamboor

We live in times where people have extreme
views. 
 
On the one hand, there are scholars who
describe Shiva's linga literally as a phallus
and see all metaphoric meaning as
embarrassed apology of the uneducated. 
 
On the other hand, we have puritanical
Hindus who want to strip the Shiva linga of
all sexual meaning and sanitize Shiva's lore.
In both cases, a symbol is being reduced to a
sign. 
 
In this book, the author seeks to bridge the
gap. As he explores the layers of meanings
embedded in Shiva's linga, we discover why
and how the Goddess transforms Shiva, the
hermit, into Shankara, the householder. 
 
Additional Information:
Published HarperCollins/Indus Source - 160
pages – Paperback - ISBN: 9789352641956 -
Dutch & European Rights

Shiva to Shankara
By Devdutt Pattanaik
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Control the Controller addresses gamers,
their families, mental health professionals
and game developers in this thorough and
fascinating discussion of the nature of video
game addiction.  Many questions are
answered including how we can recognise a
gaming addiction, what causes it, and what
we can do to return an addict to healthy
behaviour.  A step by step process for this is
outlined by the author, making this an
invaluable title for all affected by video game
addiction and all those who encounter it. The
disease model, the addictive personality and
the indications from neuroscience are all
considered before looking at gaming
addiction as an escape from distress – the
book’s chosen stance on addiction. This is
then expanded upon by looking at how
pressures, both internal and external, can
encourage a flight into games.
 
Additional Information:
Published: Free Association Books - ISBN:
9781853432262 - Paperback – 175 Pages -
World Rights

Control the Controller
By Ciaran O'Connor

Can fathers really get postnatal depression?
What does this mean for their children and
partners? How can we tell if a father is
depressed? What can be done about it? Why
has it gone undetected and under-
acknowledged for so long? In a ground
breaking project, the author explores recent
research and  begins by asking whether the
phenomenon is real. After interviewing a
number of prominent experts she reaches a
conclusion which will surprise many and
could cause a shift in perceptions about
childbirth. The author uses first hand
accounts from fathers as well as
contributions from experts like world-
renowned obstetrician Michel Odent, writer
and academic Andrew Solomon,
psychotherapist Adam Jukes, paediatrician
Aldo Naouri, and Jeszemma Garratt of the
Fatherhood Institute. 
 
Additional Information:
Published Free Association Books - ISBN:
9781853432309 - Paperback - 175 pages -
World Rights

Sad Dad
By Olivia Spencer
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Designed to revive The Art of Conversation(R), TAOC(R) is a fabulous way to make all get-
togethers of families and friends memorable. This All Ages Edition is fun and easy to use,
and as with all TAOC(R) games, all that's required is your own life experience, interests and
ideas. Contains over 300 communication development areas distributed over 104
business-sized playing cards, plus instruction booklet. TAOC(R) is a simple yet effective way
to have balanced, interesting and meaningful communications between two or more
people of all age groups, promoting the development of stronger relationships and
improving communication skills. TAOC(R) works well in a variety of settings on various
levels, encouraging individual development and insight into oneself as well as others.
TAOC(R) also teaches that differences need not create conflicts, and helps clear pathways
and emotional blocks to learning and understanding. Also the critically-acclaimed
Children's Edition is fun and easy to use; great for developing communication skills and
healthy relationships, as well as understanding oneself for ages 4 and up. Contains over
200 communication areas plus instruction booklet. TAOC(R) Children's works well in a
variety of settings on various levels, encouraging individual development and insight into
oneself as well as others, making TAOC(R) Children's ideal for use in a multitude of
educational and therapeutic settings, as well as being fun for all!

This product had the whole family communicating well with each other with much
laughter. The grand children, aged 10, 9 and 5 had a wonderful time, thinking
about the answers to the questions. We found that when we went out (without the
cards) they still carried on conversing - making up their own questions. An excellent
game. - Amazon Reader Review
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Impeccable writing and practical, relevant,
planet-friendly alternatives to reducing water
consumption in cooking and agricultural
production. - Starred Kirkus Review
 
Experts predict two-thirds of people living
on this planet in 2030 will experience water
scarcity, a situation expected to result in the
deaths of millions and an unprecedented
rise in military conflicts. Can we as
individuals hope to have any effect on the
global scale of water misuse? Yes, we can
make a significant difference-with our food
choices-learned Florencia Ramirez as she
traveled across the nation to interview
farmers and food producers. Tracing
Ramirez's tour of American water
sustainable farms-from rice paddies in
Cajun Louisiana to a Hawaiian coffee farm to
a Boston chocolate factory & beyond
 
Additional information:
Published by Red Hen Press - Paperback - 
ISBN 9781597090391 - 246 pages - 
Dutch & Scandinavian Rights

Eat Less Water
By Florencia Ramirez

Now that we've pretty much ruined planet
Earth--no big secret--science tells us the
human race could be doomed. Well, not all
science, but some of it, enough to have
sparked a lively interest in setting up
someplace else. But where? The answer is
the moon of course, and that's what this
book explores. Filled with research,
interviews and expert projections, these
pages reveal how a web of fantastic new
technologies could give mankind a brand
new start off-world. The only worm in the
ointment is human nature. It's the one thing
pioneers in this business almost never
discuss. Yet it's of vital concern: given a
second chance on the moon, will we use it to
create at last a sane and peaceful society?
Or will we make a desperate hash of things
all over again? Here's your doorway to the
moon of tomorrow. Pass through and
decide for yourself.
 
Additional Information:
Published Red Hen Press - Paperback - 
ISBN 9781597090407 - 184 pages - Dutch &
Scandinavian Rights

Another Fine Mess
By Pope Brock
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This book tells you everything you need to
know about what to eat to stay healthy,
steer clear of weight gain and disease, and
still love the food you eat. 
 
By the time you finish reading this book
you’ll be able to plan each meal with
confidence, and know that you are laying
the foundations for a lifetime of eating well
and being well. 
 
Written in a style that is accessible and
entertaining, this book provides clear,
detailed guidance on what (and what not) to
have for breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks and
drinks, and why. It provides fascinating facts
about the effects on your health of a wide
range of foods and drinks, from bacon,
bread and black pudding to olives,
mushrooms and red wine.
 
Additional Information:
Rights: Fox & Howard Lit. Agency
ebook – 198 Pages
Dutch & Scandinavian Rights

Food
By Maria Cross

It goes without saying that the sea and
ocean are our next, big frontiers for deriving
natural medicines - in the 21st century. You
name them - shark cartilage, shark liver oil,
chitosan, fish oils, mussel, sea cucumber,
seaweed, oyster, shrimp, sponge etc. They
are curative medicines. They are natural. 
 
They are available in profusion. Most
importantly, they provide through their use
a healthy degree of safety - for our optimal
health and well-being, without the
dangerous side-effects of conventional
medications. 
 
The best part - sea cure is safe and sure, for
maintenance of optimal health and
wellness, so much so you will wonder why
you have not tried some of its wholesome
miracles yet.
 
Additional Information:
Published Indus Source - Paperback - 
ISBN 9789385509179 - 123 pages - Dutch &
European Rights

Healing Remedies from the Sea
By Rajgopal Nidamboor e.a.
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You are expecting a baby, you have a new-
born baby or you have a happy toddler
running through the house. When you have
children, you have pets. And it isn't cats or
dogs, it's billions of bacteria! They live in
your ears, under your fingernails, in your
nave and especially in your children's
bowels. Indeed you have them yourself.
Don't worry, you are not filthy. 
 
These bacteria and other micro-organisms
are very important and keep you healthy. In
this book you real all sorts of info. about the
bacteria and intestinal flora of babies and
young children.  Our bowels affect our
digestion, immune system and even our
behaviour. 
 
This book provides an abundant supply of
knowledge, advice and practical tips.
 
Additional Information:
Published Splint Media - Paperback – 
ISBN: 9789493042018 - 224 Pages
World Rights (Incl. World English)

Poo Doctor - Junior
By Nienke Gottenbos

Like no other, Scarlet & Joyce know that life
cn take an unexpected course. In Woman
loves Woman no subject remains untouched
and taboos are breached.
 
After a playful video went viral in which they
announced they were looking for sperm
donors, they received more than 500 mails
from a wide variety of men. Using these
mails the couple discuss the highs and lows
of their lives in an intimate and witty
fashion. This book is filled with personalty,
complemented with facts. Scarlet and Joyce
have been a couple since 2007. In 2014 they
started the first Dutch-language lesbian
YouTube channel and the blog
ikvrouwvanjou. Every month more than
100.000 fans of the YouTube channel closely
follow the lives of the woman.
 
Additional Information:
Published Splint Media - Paperback - 
ISBN: 9789082417784 - 240 pages - World
Rights (Incl. World English)

Woman Loves Woman By
Scarlet Hemkes Joyce Everink
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